A CENTRALISED PARTS SOLUTION TAILORED TO YOU

As with all TNT Service Logistics solutions, various individual value added services have been developed to offer you a building block approach to create a tailored solution without creating unsustainable, customised operations. These optional services complement our core domestic and international transportation products delivering a customer-configured solution that optimises our network infrastructure to empower your service supply chain to deliver more. This approach provides you with a consistently high performing integrated warehouse and transportation solution to enhance spare part order lead time and maximise defective stock re-use.

For more information please contact servicelogisticsenquiries@tnt.com

The TNT name and logo are trademarks of TNT Holdings B.V.
Efficiently run centralised spare part distribution operations provide the backbone behind any service supply chain. Whether the role of the distribution centre is to replenish multiple forward stocking locations or to send parts to service partner for use in repair, the ultimate goal is to deliver the correct parts on time, every time and in a cost efficient manner. Retrieving defective parts back to a centralised point, effectively forming a coupled or semi-coupled parts flow, further strengthens control on material consumption within the service network.

Trends and challenges facing the industry:

- **Shortening of spare part order fulfilment time requirement** to reduce total inventory cost.
- **Increasing warehouse labour rates** drive distribution centres to low cost countries, challenging traditional 3PL network infrastructure.
- Consolidation of suppliers to bring savings.
- **Stale-lying geographic distribution of parts**, particularly in emerging markets.
- **Parked to share stock inventories across geographic locations**.
- **Visibility of stock throughout supply chain**.
- **Varying complexity and clarity of customs and government regulations** around spare part import/export.
- Introducing environmental controls regarding disposal of end of life materials.

**The Benefits of TNT’s Centralised Parts Solutions**

- **Tighter control on inventory**
  - Clear inventory visibility across multiple stock locations.
  - Ability to monitor manage and improve repair partner spare part consumption.
- **Improved brand reputation and loyalty**
  - Consistently high performance to your customers through best in class network reach, market understanding and experience.
  - **24/7 service delivery, allowing around the clock, fast order fulfillment times**.
- **Efficient operations**
  - Automated stock minimums and replenishment function reduces stock-out risk.
  - Control on defective materials and asset recovery services.
  - Enhanced service quality and performance delivered through multi-user regional warehouses with award winning international and domestic distribution networks.
  - Platform for environmentally responsible end of life material management.
- **Scalable solution**
  - Translatable solution across multiple geographies.
  - Expert global, regional and country account management teams providing constant support.

**We make our service part of your success.**

TNT Centralised Parts Solutions are designed to provide you with a cost efficient, scalable and robust solution to manage both international and domestic centralised spare part distribution services.

Market leadership positions are made today by companies who can leverage their combined intelligence and knowledge to provide the future vision, products and services for the market of tomorrow. TNT is a company that strives to optimise its organisational capabilities in support of our customer’s future visions and service needs.

**TNT’s global network of centralised distribution centres serve many customers across the high technology, med-tech and industrial markets.**
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Efficiently run centralised spare part distribution operations provide the backbone behind any service supply chain. Whether the role of the distribution centre is to replenish multiple forward stocking locations or to send parts to service vendors for use in repair, the ultimate goal is to deliver the correct parts on time, every time and in a cost efficient manner. Retrieving defective parts back to a centralised point, effectively forming a coupled or semi-coupled parts flow, further strengthens control on material consumption within the service network.

**Trends and challenges facing the industry:**

- **Shortening of spare part order fulfilment time requirement to reduce total inventory cost**
- **Increasing warehouse labour rates drive distribution centres to low cost countries, challenging traditional 3PL network infrastructure**
- **Consolidation of suppliers to bring costs down**
- **Ever-diversifying geographic distribution of parts, particularly in emerging markets**
- **Visibility of stock throughout supply chain**
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**The Benefits of TNT’s Centralised Parts Solutions**

**Tighter control on inventory**

- Clear inventory visibility across multiple stock locations
- Ability to monitor manage and improve partner spare part consumption
- World class technology driving operations
- Reduction of inventory spend through efficient material re-allocation, rapid order lead times and system driven stock replenishment

**Improved brand reputation and loyalty**

- Consistently high performance to your customers through best in class network reach, market understanding and experience
- Efficient service delivery across Europe and beyond
- Franchised network of all partner service networks providing seamless and co-ordinated services
- Range delivery solutions

**Efficient operations**

- Automated stock minimums and replenishment function reduces stock-out risk
- Control on defective materials and asset recovery services
- Improved service quality and performance delivered through multi-user regional warehouses with award winning international and domestic distribution networks
- Platform for environmentally responsible end of life material management

**Scalable solution**

- Scalable solution across multiple geographies
- Expert global and regional account management teams providing constant support
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